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ABSTRACT 

In this paper the Petrov-Galerkin method introduced in [4] is 

adaptively applied to convection dominated problems. To this end 

a feedback function is created wnich increases or decreases the 

control of derivatives in the direction of the gradient of the 

approximate solution. This leads to a method with good stability 

properties close to boundary layers and high accuracy in those 

regions where regular solutions do occur. 

RESUMO 

Neste trabalho é apresentado um esquema auto-adaptativo, para o mé

todo de Petrov-Galerkin desenvolvido em [4], o qual e utilizado 

na resolução de problemas fortemente convectivos. Para isso é 

criada uma função de re-alimentação através da qual o controle das 

derivadas, na direção do gradiente da solução aproximada, aumenta 

ou diminui, dependendo da regularidade desta solução. Com este 

procedimento é gerado um método que apresenta boas propriedades 

de estabilidade em regiões próximas a camadas limites, sem prejuj_ 

zo da precisão da aproximação em regiões onde ocorrem soluções 

regulares. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Petrov-Galerkin Finite Element Models are now being widely 

used as a valuable tool in the solution of many problems where 

standard Galerkin methods generate unstable finite element 

approximations. This large dissemination of P-G finite elements 

is undoubtedly due to the possibility of using discontinuous 

weighting functions as first proposed by Hughes et al [1]. In 

this reference it was shown that the SUPG method gives very 

accurate results when applied to convection-dominated problems 

with regular solutions. Stable approximations of steady 

homogeneous advection-diffusion problems with sharp layers were 

successfuly obtained in [2] where an improved method was derived 

adding to the SUPG weighting function a discontinuity capturing 

term. In references [3 and 4] the authors showed that the 

stability engendered by this discontinuity capturing term is 

lost when source terms are present and/or transient problems 

are considered. In these references a new method called CAU [4] 

is proposed based on a systematic procedure to obtain the 

appropriate upwind direction and associated Petrov-Galerkin 

weighting function for the a-ivection-diffusion equation. For 

steady-state problems and in the absence of source term this 

method is identical to SUPG + discontinuity capturing, but for 

different situations the CAU method presents higher accuracy in 

the resolution of boundary layers [3,4]. Nevertheless if the 

advection-diffusion problems possess regular solution it was 

observed a loss of accuracy of CAU approximations when compared 

with SUPG solutions. 
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In this paper a new method that retains the accuracy of 

SUPG for regular solutions and the stability of CAU in sharp 

layers is derived. This goal is achieved by means of a feedback 

control parameter that modifies CAU's approximate upwind 

direction according to the regularity of the approximate solution. 

2. CONVECTION-DIFFUSION PROBLEMS 

We are interested in solving the initial boundary value 

problem described by: 

$(x,t) + u(x,t)»V<j> + div(-K(x)V<{>) = f(x,t) in fix[0,T) 

<j>(x,t) = g(x,t) 

-KV$-n = q(x,t) 

<|>(x,0) = <j>o(x) 

x e r 

x « r 

X 6 ft , (1a-d) 

where Q czIRn(n£2) is a bounded domain with smooth boundary r and 

unit outward normal n. For the advection-diffusion equation (1a) 

we assume that the velocity vector field u(x»t) is known, and 

for the boundary conditions (Ib-c) we consider that 

r f) r = 9 and 
9 " q 

r u r = r 
g u q 

(1e) 

We also consider that the scalar functions f(x,t), g(x,t), 

q(x,t), <|> (x) and the diffusivity tensor K(x) are given data. The 

notations: div( ) stands for the divergence operator; (•) denotes 

scalar product; (') is the time derivative and '/; represents the 
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gradient of the unknown scalar field $(x,t). 

2.1. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 

Let us consider now the set S of all kinematically 

admissible functions, and the space V of admissible variations, 

which we designate respectively by: 

S = {i|/(x,t): H> c HX{Q) for each t e [0,T),tf> 

V = {9: 9 6 H^fi), 9 r = 0 } , 

=g>. 

(2a-b) 

where 

Kiin) = in: n e L8(fl), (Vn.) e L 2(n), i =1,2,3> (2c) 

denotes a Sobolev space with norm 

i / * 
II nllj = [<n,n> + <Vn«Vn>] (2d) 

and L2(fl) is the well known space of squared-integrable functions 

with inner product 

<* ,e> • N e di) . (2e) 

Defining: 

aU,9) = <U«V((»,e> + <KV((i»V9> 

1(0) = <1 ,8> + <q,e>P ; <q,9> q0 dr , (33-b) 

the weak solution of problem (la-d) is the function <j> 6 S such 
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that at the inicial time verifies 

<*-<J>0.e> = 0 , (3c) 

and for each time t 6 [0,T) and for all 6 6 1/ satisfies 

<*,e> + <i(<j>,e) - *(e) * o (3d) 

3. PETROV-GALERKIN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

Suppose a finite element partition x , consisting of Ne 

elements such that 

• Ne Ne 
fi = U Q and fl Q = 0 , (4) 

e*1 e e=1 e 

was chosen. Then a class of "Upwind Petrov-Galerkin" 

approximations of problem (3a-d) can be constructed requiring 

the approximate solution <p e S to satisfy: 

<i\.eh> + <t(<j>\eh) - i(eh) 

Ne 
- I f [u - ^ + F . ( • i J l p ^ n ; veh 6 (/h (5) 
e-1 >n "e ~ 

where: 

Sh H {<j>h
 6 c ° ( n ) : <frh 6 P j VÍ2 6 t h , <frhL =g} r 

g 

ih _ r o f n i . n h „ n i ..,, „ ,..h n h l /n : { 0 n
 6 C ° ( r J : 0n 6 PJ V::;: 6 x \ 0 n L =0} , 

e e | l g 

(6a -b ) 
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PJ being the space of polynomials of degree Sj. The subscript e is 

used to denote the restriction of a given function to element ft , 
e * 

and to simplify notations in equation (5) we have introduced the 

definition 

F (<|>h) = $ h - d i v ( K V<j>J]) - fm . 
e e ~e-Te 

(7) 

As stated in (5) using this formulation the space of weighting 

functions consists of elements 

nh = eh • P
h eh e vb , (8) 

and for different choices of the perturbation p , different 

Petrov-Galerkin approximations are generated. 

3.1. CAU METHOD 

As shown in [4] for the CAU - "Consistent Approximate 

Upwind Method" the perturbation p is in each element given by 

pn . uh»V8h 

re -e - e 
(e-1,2...Ne) . (9) 

h , The approximate upwind direction u is then defined as 

UÍ - «*u* * (G -aJ(u -v*) (e«1,2...Ne) , (10) 

where a and 8„ are upwind functions, and v_ an auxiliary vector 
6 6 ~© 

field such that it minimizes 

feI-S.llQ.8 
in the set 

l&H J'()>*'** Já!i (e = 1 ,2...Ne) , (11) 
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Kh = {vh: vh.Ví>h+F U h ) = 0 in fl } e - e . -e - e e Ye e ( e = 1 , 2 . . . N e ) . (12) 

From (11) and ( 1 2 ) , 

-e 

u -e 

u -Vtf.h+F (<J»h)̂  -e ~e e r e 

Tz^T 

u , when | V * " | = 0 

V<J)" , when |vtf>"| * 0 

( e = 1 , 2 . . . N e ) (13) 

where I v ^ l = {V^-V4>hy/2 

~ e1 ~ e ~ e 
(14) 

Consequently 

e e u,« e h^.0 -e -e u ,»e ĥ .fl 
(15) 

where 

«.<•!!> • V ^ I + Fe<*e> (16) 

Is the residual in each element fl . 

e 

Once the approximate upwind direction had been determined, 

using (9) and (10) the CAU perturbation p is, in each element, 

given by 

PU - W2 eS + iee-°te) <H.-y5>"!?e5 (e = 1,2...Ne), (17) 

with Vç as defined 1n (13). 

According to equation (17) p depends on the choice of the 
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upwind functions a and 3 . For their determination the element r e e 

local coordinates will be represented by E, . Following the 

procedure described in [2] in each element we define the vectors 

-e ~ e -e 

£ - ^e)(ue-y;i) . (18a-b) 

where the tensor VÇ represents th*j Jacobian of the coordinate 
~ e 

transformation. Two distinct characteristic discretization 

parameters are then defined as: 

2k 

h! = 
*lH.-iSl 

IÜ 
(19a-b) 

which give rise to correspondent element Peclet numbers: 

e ' ~i e'-e 

hc|u.-v 

e 215.1 
(20a-b) 

Using these definitions the upwind functions a and 3 are given 

in each element by 

Te he 
a • 

' 2lS«l 
and Be = max 

e e 
a . r— 

Ie ^ Í Í J 
, (21a-b) 

where the parameters te and T^ are respectively chosen according 
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to: 

Ci 
xe = raaxíO, 1- ̂  p-} 

T = maxlO, 1 -} 
e C 9P

C 
(22a-b) 

The constants Cx and C2 depend on the finite element used. For bi

linear elements and homogeneous and isotropic diffusivity tensor, 

Cl=C2 = 1. 

From equations (21) and (22) it follows that. 

8e - ae = max{0,Ye> . (23a) 

Y given by: 

Ye " 
V e 

2IVÜ.I 

C L C 
T h e e lu -vh | '~e -e ' 
T e h e life 

(23b) 

As a consequence 

6 - a He e 

0 , if ~e ~e à -5-S 

IS.I Te he 

Y- , otherwise 
6 

(23c) 

which completes the definition of the CAU upwind functions. 

Collecting the results of this section we will say that 

the CAU approximate solution is the function <t> 6 S .which 

satisfies equation (5) with the perturbation p. given by (17) and 
6 
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the upwind functions a and (6 -a ) as defined in (21a) and (23c) 
e e e 

respectively. 

3.2. VCAU METHOD 

For this version of CAU method the approximate solution 

<J> 1s also determined using equation (5) but changing the upwind 

function (3 -a ) for the function y such that in each element: e e e 

|u -vh| 
0 , if '~e ~e' > 1 

T h 
e e 

2 u -v 

-e1 

|u -vhj 
'-e -e' 

-e 
. if 

u -vhj 
~e -e1 

S.I 
< 1 

(24a) 

uí = «„« + Y J U -v*) (see eq. 10) ~e e-e e -e ~e 
(24b) 

ph = a u *V0h + y (u -vh)«V6h (see eq. 17) . (24c) re e-e ~ e e ~e - e - e ^ 

It is interesting to note that 

IvxSl l".«*l)l 
IH.I IH. I 1*0 

(25) 

gives the relative error between the exact and the approximate 

streamline direction. In this sense equation (24) states that 

when this error is greater than 100% the appropriate approximate 

upwind direction should be u. 

We prove next that with this new choice of the upwind 
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function we enforce that the streamline v of the searched 

approximate solution <f> has no component in opposite direction to 

the real streamline u - a physical requirement. 

Theorem: Let Y be the function defined as in (24a). If y >0, 

then v *u >0 in each element ü . —e ~e e 

Proof: From (13) we have 

vh-u -e ~e 1 -
u •V<J>h 

~ e - e 

i«e l lZ*e ' 

• _ iüe-z^%(»M IU.-T*;I • 

s.i V<J> lH.M^I 

B u t , 

|u . V A F ( A | 

\w u - v h 

- e ~e 

Combining these two expressions we arrive at: 

v h » u â |u I 
~e ~e '-e1 

* l«.l' 

1 -

1 -

ls.l 

I".-ill1 

l».l J 

i-.-**:i 1 
i»jixOJ 

• 

From (24a), by construction 

|u -vh| 
Y > 0 if ~e ~e < 1 , 

and it follows that: 
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As expected the numerical results obtained with this 

modified upwind function show that this method presents the same 

performance as CAU. 

In references [3,4] it was shown that when F (<f> )*0 and 

internal or external boundary layers occur in transport 

phenomena CAU approximate solutions are better than those obtained 

with SUPG [1] or SUPG + discontinuity capturing [2]. But for 

regular problems with smooth solutions it was observed a loss of 

accuracy of CAU solutions when compared with correspondent SUPG 

approximations, which in these cases present optimal or quasi 

optimal global error estimates [5]. 

To avoid this drop in the rate of convergence of CAU's 

regular approximate solutions a new method will be derived in the 

next section. This method uses the same CAU's formulation to 

construct the approximate upwind direction, and incorporates, in 

VCAU's upwind function y » a feedback control parameter that 

changes the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function perturbation 

according to the regularity of the approximate solution. 

4. FEEDBACK PETROV-GALERKIN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

Let T h, S h and l/h have the same definition as 1n section 
h,v . 

3. We will say that <j> e 6 S is the feedback P-G approximate 

solution of problem stated in section 2 if it satisfies: 
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«t> e ,eh> + aU e,Q ) - U e h ) = 

Ne r h,v h,v h,v 
- - I \ Cue'V<|, e+F (6 e ) ] p " edi2 , 

e=1 h ~e ~ e e e e 

e 
V6h 6 l/h (26) 

h,v 
where the perturbation p e depends now on a feedback function 

v . 
e 

4.1. CCAU METHOD 

The 'Controlled Consistent Approximate Upwind Method" is 

constructed aiming that: 

i ) it -has the same stability as VCAU in presence of internal or 

external boundary layers. 

ii) it preserves the same accuracy of SUPG regular solutions 

approximations. 

To this end we introduce a feedback parameter v , 

v„: am * (0,1) (e-1,2...Ne) , (27) 

and according to equation (24b) we define a controlled consistent 

approximate upwind direction 

h,v _v h,v 
". 6 - «.«, • Yp i"*-v. ') (e-1,2...N) . (28) 

h,v 
In (28) v has the same functional definition given by equation 
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(13), and 

-.v 

O , 

T h e e 

2|ye-r el 

h, v 
|u -v e| 

I H e I 

l'-e 
t l H . 

> V o 1 
e l 

J 
h.«. 

IS.-Í. 'I 
l!.i 

h,v 

if ~e ~e < 1 . 

IH.I 

(29) 

Now, using equation (9) the CCAU Petrov-Galerkin weighting function 

perturbation will be defined as 

h,v h,v . 
(30) 

and we observe that 

h,v 
lim p 

V1 

* h ' V
e 

lira p 
v -M) e 

• ? : • ' 

p*,0 

e-e ~ e 

C°.VÍ. (H.-xS n'2 eí (31a-b) 

The limit situations (31a-b) reproduce respectively SUPG and VCAU 

approximations as long as equation (26) is considered. 

The feedback function 

This parameter will be constructed Dased on: 

i ) v = 0 , for elements nearby sharp layers, in order to VCAU's 
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approximations be reproduced. 

ii) v = 1 , for elements where the advection-diffusion problem e 

admits a sufficiently regular solution, in order to SUPG's 

approximations be reproduced. 

Then it is quite natural to assume that v should depend 
h,v e 

on the searched approximate solution <{> e and on the SUPG 

solution <j> ' . This will be done adopting: 

v e = e x p C - u ^ ^ » 1 ) * ^ ' e,<t^1)3 (e-1.2. . . N e ) , (32a) 

where 

h.v ,, , |v* ,Ve||R (*h,1)| ,. /. e .h,K '- e ' ' e ye ' /»,ki 
We(*e **e ' = i 7~, FTTT2 * (32b) 

Using equation (25) we arrive at 

Tim wf^" 6,^' 1) * Y ~ ? ' • (32c> 
^v1 . IH.I 

From the preceding assumptions we conclude that for elements close 

to sharp layers the coeficient u.Ul]'1) should give a "large" 

value in order to v ~ 0. On the other hand, once a region of 

sufficiently regular solution has been detected then v e U e ) - 1 

in order to v. = 1 as long as a convenient discretization had 

been used. 

The functional definition of y U h ' 1 ) will be given later. 
6 © 
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First we need to create an index to characterize internal or 

external boundary layers ocurrence. A natural choice is to use 

the residual of the SUPG solution. We then introduce the 

following concepts: 

a) Mean residual for element ft 
e 

lajM*!-1)!-» 
«R>> = — - (e=1,2...Ne) (33a) 

e m(ne) 

where m(ft ) is an element measure. 
e 

b) Mean residual for partition T 

Ne 
« R » T - Jx I «R>> . (33b) 

c) Mean deviation for partition T 

1 N e 

< < 6 > > T " líê Í. |«H» -<<R» | . (33c) 

d) Mean residual for set M 

1 Ne 

«R>> * i I <<R>> . (33d) 

where N is the number of elements of the set 

M = {Ü e T: <<R>> Ú [<<R>> +<<5» ]} . (33d) 
e e T T 

Using the above concepts we observe that the index I„. defined as 
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<<R>> 
rBL = 1 " rMBL ; JMBL = <<R>> (33d-e) 

can be used to detect the ocurrence of boundary layers. This is 

true because for elements in the neighborhood of sharp layers the 

approximate solution <•> ' , calculated using u as the upwind 

direction, should present relatively big errors compared with the 

exact solution. As a consequence they will not belong to M because 

of their big mean residuals <<R>> . When the set M decreases the 3 e 

same occurs with <<R>>^ and I„, becomes closer to one. Conversely, 

for smooth regular solutions approximated by a convenient refined 

mesh, I|.BL = 1 and consequently Ig. - 0. 

Finally, we complete the definition of v , adopting 

h i (r +1) 

VJK9 ) - exp[r e ] (e=1,2...N ) , (34a) 
6 6 6 6 

where: 

p « (IMBL)
 BL [UR] , (34c) 

and [UR] is the <<R>> dimensional unit. 

This definition agrees with the requirements placed on 

the construction of the feedback function. 

CCAU APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

Let v be the feedback function defined in (32a). The 
h,v 

f u n c t i o n <J> e is said to be the CCAU approximate solution of 
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h,v 
the advection-diffusion problem if it verifies (26) with p e 

given by (30). 

In conclusion: when the CCAU method is used, the gradient 

of the approximate solution is controlled in a self-adaptative 

way depending on the regularity of the problem. The numerical 

results that will be presented on the next section show the good 

numerical performance of this method to approximate regular as 

well as non-regular solutions with sharp layers. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Two test examples will be presented in this section in 

order to demonstrate the performance of CCAU method. The first 

one is related to a regular solution. The second deals with a 

transient problem where boundary layers do exist. In both cases 

the medium is assumed homogeneous and isotropic with a diffusivity 

coefficient k=10~ ensuring convection dominated phenomena. The 

considered bi-dimensional domains are unit squares discretized by 

regular (20x20) square meshes. Bi-linear elements were employed. 

The non-linear set of algebraic equations resulting from 

the discretization procedure is solved using a Newton-Raphson 

scheme. The adopted convergence criterium in the iterative process 

was 

maxU1? .-«j»* . ,| < 10'* , 

where indexes i and j denote respectively the node number and the 

order of the iteration. 
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5.1. ADVECTION OF A SINE HILL IN A ROTATING FLOW FIELD 

For this classical test problem the domain is characterized 

by a coordinate system (x,y); -0.5<x<0.5, -0.5<y<0.5. The flow is 

described by the vector field u=(-y,x), and homogeneous Dirichlet 

boundary conditions are assumed. On the "internal boundary" OA a 

sine hill function 

4>(0,y) = sin(-2iry) ; -0.5 í y S 0 

is prescribed, (see figure 1) 

•=o 

•=o 

0*0 

Fig. 1. Advection in a rotating flow field: Problem statement 

In figure 2 we present the numerical results for section 

BB obtained with SUPG, CAU and CCAU methods. The SUPG approximation 

determined with the same (20x20) mesh is adopted as a reference 

solution. The CAU approximation gives a maximum error of 10%. But 

this maximum error decreases to 0.94% when the Ci.AU method is 

employed. Comparison of these results show that CCAU method reduces 

considerably the crosswind difusion presents in CAU solution. It 

is interesting to mention that, according to reference [2], the 

numerical results obtained with the MH finite element [6] give for 
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this same problem, but using a more refined mesh, a maximum error 

of 6%. 

Fig. 2. Advection in a rotating flow field: Values of <J> in 
section BB 

Another aspect to be pointed out refers to the convergence 

of the iterative process used in CAU and CCAU formulations. For 

both methods the same cri teriurn of convergence previously defined 

was utilized. Using CAU, convergence was achieved with five 

iterations. A quite different situation occurs with CCAU, due to 

the feedback mechanism present in this method. As a consequence 

convergence was accelerated and a more accurate solution was. reached 

with only two iterations. As the SUP6 solution corresponds to 

CCAU zero'th iteration this means that in this case only one more 

iteration was needed to make "coincident" these two approximations. 
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5.2. ADVECTION SKEW TO THE MESH: A MOVING BOUNDARY CONDITION 

For this example the considered bi-dimensional domain 

(x,y) is defined as: 0<x<1, 0<y<1. The velocity field u has 

components(1,-1), and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 

are assumed in three sides of the unit squared domain (fig. 3). 

In the fourth side a time-dependent function <f>(x,1,t) is 

prescribed, leading to a boundary condition that moves in the 

positive x-direction with a fixed profile and constant velocity. 

The analytical definitions of this function, the source term and 

initial conditions can be found in [4] and will not be repeated 

here. 

• »o •»o 

Fig. 3. Moving boundary condition: Problem statement 

In figure 4 elevations of <J> are depicted for three 

different times. Time integration was performed using a backward 

finite difference scheme with a time step At=0.1. As mentioned in 

reference [4] for the CAU method a maximum of four iterations at 

each time step was needed for convergence. For CCAU, convergence 

was achieved with a maximum of three iterations. -
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time = 0.1 

time ^0.6 

time -0.9 

(CAU's solutions) (CCAU's solutions) 

Fig. 4 Moving boundary condition: Elevations of <t» 
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The numerical results presented in this figure show that 

both solutions agree quite well. Anyway CCAU boundary layer 

approximations are a little more sharper than the correspondents 

CAU approximations. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

As previously shown the CCAU method derived in this paper 

presents good properties of stability and accuracy when applied 

to convection-dominated transport problems having regular as well 

as non-regular solutions. 

As this method incorporates a feedback technique based on 

the regularity of the calculated solution, the Petrov-Galerkin 

weighting function added to the classical Galerkin formulation 

will change according to the smoothness of the expected solution. 

When boundary layers occur, a higher control for the gradient of 

the approximate solution is necessary and then the additional 

stability engendered by CAU method is activated by the control 

parameter. In this case CCAU approximation will tend to CAU 

solution. Otherwise, the control parameter acts like a filter 

eliminating this additional stability. Crosswind diffusion is 

then minimized and the CCAU solution tends to SUPG approximation. 
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